REGISTRATION DETAILS:
Entry Fee: INR 1000/- (includes TVS Racing T-shirt, accommodation, F&B, gala night with fellow
riders)
Documents required: Customer should get his own motorcycle (Need original copies of Driving
license, RC & Insurance). If the bike is registered on their parent’s name, they should get proof for
the same.
Safety Riding gear (Mandatory): Full Face helmet with visor, Riding Jacket with CE certification,
gloves, riding pants/jeans, proper shoes and knee guards
Limited Riding gear (Jacket & Knee protector) are available on rental for INR 500/For Registration and Confirmation, please pay the above-mentioned Entry Fee (Mandatory) &
Limited Riding Gear Rental (optional) amount to:
Account Name: Buxus Media Private Limited
Bank Name: Kotak Mahindra Bank
Branch Name: J.P Nagar, 2nd Stage
Account Number: 4911737215
IFSC: KKBK0000433
For information please contact: Mr. Karthik Gowda (+91 – 95913 69696) *
*kindly call between 9:00AM to 6:00PM only

RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE RIDE:
1.

Fuel up before the ride.

2.

Maintain discipline on the Road. Avoid Road-

Rage. Be aware of your surroundings

and watchful of others on the road.
3.

Maintain enough distance between you and the rider in front of you. Remember this is

not meant to be a Race!!!
4.

Attempt to memories the route Map or to carry a copy (in case you get separated from

the group).
5.

Do your best to stick with the group

6.

Listen to your Road Captain and Lead on the briefing. Do note the briefing will only be

given at TVS dealership.
7.

Keep pace with the group and ensure you stay ahead of the sweep.

8.

Apart from the designated stops in the route plan, there will be no other stops in

between. Riders who wish to join at other locations are advised to catch up with the group

as you see them cross you.
9.

Stop only at designated locations (unless the Lead directs the group to stop at a

particular point.)
10. Note that if you make an unscheduled stop, the group may go ahead. Kindly try and
catch up with the group by the next scheduled stop.
11. If you are feeling ill, please inform your Road Captain at any of the designated stops or
pull over during the course of the ride. Do not force yourself to ride if you feel unwell
12. Ensure you hydrate adequately during the course of the ride.
13. Carry some candy or chocolates as these are instant energy providers.
14. Wear appropriate riding gear."NO GEAR NO RIDE".
15. Always try to stop in groups as there is strength in numbers and can help in events
where people may misbehave with you and/or your motorcycle.
16. Let faster motor vehicles pass by as there is the possibility that they may attempt to
swerve into your path to have a closer look at you and your motorcycle.
17.You are not allowed to carry any drugs, alcohol, explosives, or dangerous articles or
weapons to the event.
18. You shall not report to the event in an unsafe condition, which includes but is not limited
to, being under the influence of alcoholic beverages or drugs. Any rider or participant who
so reports shall be disbarred from participating and requisite legal action shall be taken
against her/him/them.
19. Please note that you shall take sole and absolute responsibility for your wellbeing and for
all the material/ property/ equipment that you are carrying with you and under no
circumstances TVS Motor Company Limited and their officials, agents, representatives,
employees and all persons assisting in this event and all owners and tenants of private
property shall be held responsible against any personal liability, actions, claims, suit, costs,
expenses, damages and demands in respect of death, injury to you or any other persons or
loss or damage to any property including the vehicle concerned in this event or otherwise
that may result from your participation in the aforesaid activity/event.

More guidance as we go on!!!!

INDEMNITY FORM
I, the Rider, take sole and absolute responsibility for the wellbeing of myself & material/
property/ equipment that I am carrying with me.

Under no circumstances will I or any person/ company hold TVS Motor company or any
person/ organization connected/ associated with organizing/ assisting in the TVS Apache
ride 2017, responsible for any sort of injury/ sickness/ damage/ loss/ accident/ delay or
irregularity during or arising out of this trip.

I will abide by all rules and regulations laid down by the organizers, failing which I
authorize the organizers to immobilize my vehicle and leave without me.

I declare that I am voluntarily participating in this trip and am fully aware with the risks
and dangers of two-wheeler riding in general and this event in particular for which I,
hereby, assume to be solely responsible for all the associated risks to my life and
material belongings.

I have attained the legal age of majority and am competent to give this declaration.

